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Introduction 
Let K be a commutative Q-algebra and consider the polynomial algebra K tn] = 
K[Xt, .... X,], n_>2. The K-derivations D:K  I"l --+K tnl form a Lie algebra, ga,,(K), 
the Lie algebra of polynomial vector fields on K n. The group GAn(K) of K-algebra 
autv~orphisms of K t'] acts by conjugation on gan(K). In particular, GLn(K) 
actir, g by linear change of variables on K l'], acts on ga,,(K). 
We here classify the GLn(K)-invariant subgroups of gan(K). They turn out to be 
naturally parametrized by certain pairs of sequences of ideals in K (Theorem 4.5). 
We also characterize those pairs of sequences of ideals which give rise to Lie 
subalgebras and to Lie ideals (Theorem 5.3). 
We will use the following notation: for a group G and a commutative ring R, 
R[G] will denote the group algebra of G over R. Any R-module on which G 
acts linearly is then an R[G]-module in a natural way. In particular, ga,(K) is a 
K[GL,(K)]-module and its GL,~(K)-invariant additive subgroups are simply its 
~[G !-7 (K)]-submodules. 
1. The decomposition ga,,(K) = KInlA @~an(K) 
The grading on the polynomial ring K In] = (~)ct>__oK~ "1 (where Ka["] denotes the 
submodule of homogeneous polynomials of degree d) induces a natural grading on 
~a,(K) : gan(K) = (~)a_>-1 ga,z(K)a, where: 
ga,,(K)a = {D e gan(K) I D(KJ"I) C Kic?I~ Ve >_ O}. 
It is immediately verified that this grading makes ga,,(K) into a graded Lie algebra. 
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We also set: gad(K)= @e>_a flan(K)e •Then the filtration 
ga°n(K) D ga in(K) D ga2n(K) D "'" D ga an(K) D ... 
is a central filtration of ideals of the Lie algebra ga°(K) (a filtration g°Dgl ~)g2Z).., 
is central if [ga, ge]cga+e), and the successive quotients gaa(K)/ga, a~ I(K)are 
isomorphic to gan(K) a as K-modules. 
An element D of ga,,(K) is given by D= ~i'=lpiD i, where D, =cg/OX, and pi.~ 
D(X,). Moreover De ga,,(K)d if and only if p, e Kat~l for all i= 1,...,n. There- 
fore we can think of gan(K) as the free graded Kl"l-module on the basis D~, ..., Dn. 
The action of GLn(K) is defined by 
n 
gX,= ~ floXj if g-l =(flu), 
J= l  
it is then extended to the whole of K [nl by imposing that g acts as a K-algebra 
endomorphism. 
The induced adjoint action on ~]a,(K), defined by gD=g. D. g-J, takes the form 
g( Z p,D,)= ~ (gp,)(gDi), 
where 
t/ 
gD, = ~ OtkiDk if g=(ai;). 
k=l  
The above formula is verified by a simple calculation. 
We define the divergence map: 
Div : gan(K) ~ K tnl 
2~ piD, " ~ D,(p,). 
This is a map of graded K-modules, with the following properties: 
Div is GLn(K)-equivariant; (1.1) 
Div(fD) = D(f) +f  Div(D); (1.2) 
Div[D; D"] = D'(Div(D")) - D"(Div(D')). (1.3) 
These can be verified by simple direct calculation. It follows from (1.3) that 
6an(K) ~ Ker(Div) 
is a graded Lie subalgebra of gan(K). 
We next introduce the 'Euler derivation': 
A = ~ XID i (Div(A) =. n). (1.4) 
t= l  
This is a derivation of degree 0, and Euler's identity takes the form: 
A f= (deg f ) - f  (1.5) 
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for homogeneous feK  [hI. In particular this shows that A is fixed under the (con- 
jugation) action of GL,,(K). 
Using A we obtain a Lie algebra complement to ga,,(K), as shown in the next 
proposition. 
Proposition 1.6. (i) ga . (K)=Kt" IA~)~a. (K) .  
"ii? K [~IA is a (graded) Lie subalgebra o f  ga,(K), the bracket being given by 
[fA, gA l=(e -d) fgA  for  feK~ hI, geKte "1. (1.7) 
Proof. We define a map (o:K [nl ~ga. (K)  by 
1 
q~(f)- a+~'n fA  
for a homogeneous po lynomia l fo f  degree d. By (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5), Div((0(f)) =f,  
so (p splits the sequence: 
O~an(K)~gan(K)  
pr:,,, ing (i). 
Div 
' K [nl ~0 ,  
i,:oreover, observation (1.5) yields immediately formula (1.7) from which it 
follows that KtnlA is a Lie subalgebra, which is obviously graded. [2] 
2. Ka In] as a GL,(K)-module 
To study invariant submodules of gan(g) we need to look first at invariant sub- 
modules of the polynomial ring. We will show that they are all graded and that each 
homogeneous part is determined simply by the ideal generated by the coefficients 
of its elements. 
First of all We introduce some notation: if i, j e  { 1, ..., n}, i:gj, we will denote by 
e ° .he unipotent matrix with l 's on the diagonal and a in the (i,j) position. En(K) 
wi,i denote the subgroup of GLn(K) generated by all such matrices. We remark 
that, for an ideal I of K, the natural map GLn(K) - 'GL , (K / I )  induces a surjection 
of E,(K) onto E,(K/ I ) .  It is a well known fact that En(K)= SL,(K) whenever K is 
a field or a local ring, and also when K= 7/. 
For each i 4:j we define the element in 7/[E,(7/)]: O,j = e~ 1 _ Id. Then, for fe  K Inl, 
we have: 
Ouf = f (X l  .... , Xt + Xj, ..., Xj, .... Xn) - f(X3 , ... , Xn). (2.1) 
We list the two properties of this operator that we will use repeatedly. These proper- 
ties are easily proved by induction. 
a~fff=O iff f has degree <p in X,; (2.2) 
a~f=p!XjPh if f=Xf fh+( terms of degree <p in X3, (2.3) 
and h is independent of X,. 
5ib~,tn~ 
¢,4mtrt~  Wiskunde ~ tn,~ormab-;:z 
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The key point in classifying submodules of K~ n! is contained in the following: 
Lemma 2.4. Let V be a Q-vector space, and think of V tnl~ V®~ Qta"l d - as the Q. 
vector space of  homogeneous polynomials of degree d with coefficients in V, on 
which GL,(Q) acts via the action on ©ta"l. Let M' be a non-zero 7/[E,(7/)]-sub. 
module of  Via hI. Then there exists an element a ~ V, ct ¢ 0 such that aX~n ~ M'. 
Proof.  For r = 1, 2,. . . ,  n, let M~ be the subset of M'  consisting of those polynomials 
in M'  which are independent of X) , . . . ,  X~_ i. Then M~ =M'¢0 ,  and we need to 
show that M~ :~0. But if fe  Mr -{0}  has degree p in X,, then by formula (2.3), 
(generalized to the present setting), g= O~,f is a non-zero element of M,~+~. Then 
M~¢O~M~¢O=. . .=M£¢O as required. [] 
Using this lemma we can prove directly the following essentially classical resuk: 
Propos i t ion  2.5. I f  K is a fieM (characteristic zero), Kta "1 is an irreducible K[E,(7/)]. 
module. 
Proof.  We argue by induction on n. The case n= 1 is trivial, so assume n>_2. 
Lemma 2.4 implies that a non-zero K[En(Z)]-submodule M contains X d. Since we 
can act with permutation matrices of determinant one, M will also contain X, d for 
all i~ {1, . . . ,n}.  Thus, for each 2 ~Z, M will contain the element: 
fa=e;¢'(xa)=( X, + 2X2) a= E 2iXf-'X~; 
l=O 
[d~ yd-  t y i  thus, if o, is the image of ti/lx I ~2 in the K-vector space K~"I/M, we will have: 
0 =fa = }] X'o, for all 2 e 7/. 
For any linear form ~0 :Kta"I/M--'K, the polynomial ~ ~o(o,)T' vanishes on 7/, so the 
polynomial itself is trivial, i.e. q~(vi) =0. This being the case for any linear form ~0, 
" -  ' M .  it follows that oi = O. Thus (i)Xl ¢ M, so 
Now, for each j~  {0, 1, . . . ,d},  set: 
Nj= { f  eK[X: , . . . ,Xnld- j lX~f eM}.  
Then N 2 is a 7/[En_l(7/)]-submodule of K[X2,...,X,]a_j, and we have just 
shown that Xa2-JeNj so N] ¢0.  By induction on n, we can conclude that N 2 = 
• tn] d j w K[Xz,...,Xn]a_j. Since K~ = ~=oX1 • K[X2,...,X,]d_j, e deduce that M= 
K In] . [] 
In particular the above result shows that the submodule M=Q[E, , (7/) ] -X ( of 
©tan1 coincides with ©ta"l. Since M=Q®~ (~'[En(Z)I. X a) we can conclude: 
Corollary 2.6. l f  f6  Qtdnl, there exists a non-zero integer N and an element re 
2~[E,,(Z)] such that f=  (1 /N)a(xd) .  
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In particular Nf  is a E-linear combination of dth powers of linear forms with 
integer coefficients. 
As a consequence of this corollary, we get: 
Corollary 2.7. I f  d>_ I, every rational number is a Y-finear combination of dth 
powers of rational numbers. 
Pr',,;.,;. Apply Corollary 2.6 to f=xd- ly  in the case n =2, then Nf= F. n, ld where 
l, is a linear form in X and Y. If aeQ,  evaluate the above relation at X= 1, 
y= UN.  Then t~ = ~ n,l,(1, a /N)  a as required. [] 
Now we go back to the case of a general Q-algebra. 
Theorem 2.8. Let  M be a E[E~(K)]-submodule of Kid ~1, d>_ 1, n>_2. Then there is 
an ideal I of  K such that: 
M= I[a "l %f { f e Ktd"J l f has coefficients in I}. 
Prv-:,~{ . Let I=  {oteKtctXaneM}. 
S:eD 1: I is a ©-submodule of  K. 
By Corollary 2.7 we just have to show that f ldlc I for all f le ©. The matrix 
 °01 
0 B -I 
belongs to SIn(Q)=En(Q)cEn(K); so, for all ee l ,  M will contain a~(aX,d)= 
aBdx,a,. Thus ufl d e I. 
S :~ 2: I[jICM. 
~: -. must show that uf~ M for all monomials f of degree d and all a e I. By Cor- 
olla:-,- 2.6, f=(1/N)cr(X a) for some aeZ[En(Z)l, NeE-{0}. Then: 
f=N 
But, since / is a Q-submodule, a/N~l, so (a/N)Xd~M. Since M is invariant 
under E[En(E)], it follows that af~M. 
Step 3: M C lta hI. 
Let V= K/l, a Q-vector space, and consider the natural map ¢p : Ka["I---, Vd ['~1. If 
~0(M) S0, then, by Lemma 2.4, there exists a =~P(B)e V, a~0 such that aXae  
~0(M';, i.e. f lXaEM+Itd' ICM by Step 2. Then BeI ,  a contradiction. Therefore 
(o(5 =0, i.e. MCI[a nl. 
S.e~ 4: I is an ideal of  K. 
We know that M= Ia [nl, so that I[a nl is E,(K)-invariant. If a e I and/5 ~ K, I~ nl con- 
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tains the polynomial f=e~E(CtXai)=ot(X ! -f iX2) d. Thus I contains all coefficients 
of f ,  and, being a ©-submodule, it contains aft. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.8. [] 
Observing now that K n (with the natural action of GLn(K)) is the dual represen. 
tation of K~ nl, we can deduce the well known: 
Corollary 2.9. Let M be a 7/[E,,(K)]-submodule of K n, n > 2. Then there exists an 
ideal I of  k such that: 
M= {(al, . . . ,  an)  Knla, ~I  V i= 1, . . . ,  n}.  
3. gan(K)d as GLn(K)-module 
Now we describe GL,(K)-submodules of gan(K)d. Assume that n_> 2. 
For an ideal I of K, we denote by gatn(K)d the submodule of derivations D= 
~p,D,  such that PiEIidn]+l . Clearly flaln(K)d is a K[GL,(K)]-module, and so is 
[ def 
~an(K)d = ~an(K) f') gll ln(K)d .
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a Z[En(K)]-submodule of  6an(K)d. Then there is an ideal 
I o f  K such that M= ¢a~(K) d. 
To prove the theorem we will make constant use of the operator Ou = eu ~- Id 
Z[En(E)] , introduced in (2.1). The action of 0 v on gan(K) can be described as 
follows: for D = 2~ pkD k ~ gan(K), we have: 
OqD=(k~ (O~jPk)Dk)-q(OqPj+O~-lpj)D,; (3.3) 
OqD = -q(O q- Ipj)D, if all pj 's have degree <q in X i. (3.4) 
Proof.  (3.2) is a direct application of the definition, since: 
1/ n 
auD=e,~lD-D = ~ (e,jl(pkDk)--PkDk) = ~ [(e,~Pk)(e,~lDk)--PkDk] 
k=l  k=l  
I"1 
= ~ [(e~ lpk)(D k - t~ikDi) -pkD k] 
k=l  
= (/¢~ (OuPk)Dk) -(eo1Ps)D, •
(3.3) can be seen by induction on q. 
(3.4) follows from (3.3) since, by (2.2), Oqpk = 0 if p, has degree <q in X,. 
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Besides the operator 0,j we need another operator: 
f2,j :K  t~l --, ~a,,(K) 
h ~ (D, (h))Dj - (Dj (h))D,. 
Note that f2,j is a graded linear map of degree -2 ,  and that 12,j = -f2j,. 
Let now I be an ideal of K. Define A1(1) to be the additive span of 
{Ol i (h) lhe I  [nl, i=2 , . . . ,n} ,  
argo: 3i(I) as the group of derivations of the form fD~, fe l [X2 ,  ...,X~]. Then we 
have: 
Lemma 3.5. 6cttn(K) = A 1 (I) + B l (I). In particular, 6a~(K) = IQe  ,a~(©). 
Proof. Let D = ~ p,D t ~ +o~(K). Choose q+ ~ I ["] such that Dl(q, ) = D,(p,). Then, 
D= ~p,D,= ~ (p ,D , -q ,D , )+(p j+ ~ ,-2 . , 2 
Le: !ng f =Pl + ~=2 q,, we have 
D,( f )=Dl (p l )+ ~ Dr(q,)= ~ D, (p , )=Div (D)=0,  
t=2 t - I  
so fD1 ~ Bl (1). 
Now, for i > 2, find k, ~ I t'l so that DI (k,)=p,. Then, 
D~ (q / -  D, (k,)) = D~ (q,) - D, (D~ (k,)) = D, (p~) - D, (p,) = 0, 
thus we can find g,~I  M independent of X~, so that D,(g,)=q,-D,(k,) .  Thus, 
letting h, = k, + g,, we have D, (h,) = q,, D~ (hi) =p,, so p,D, - qiDl = ~21, (h,) ~ A 1 (I). 
Hence D ~ A i (I) + B l (1). 
<~3 a consequence we have: 
Proposition 3.6 (H. Bass). Let D ~ ~a,(©)d. Then there exists a non-zero integer N 
and an element a ~ Z[En(©)] such that 
D= 1 a(Xd2 + lDl). 
N 
Proof. Let M be the subset of ~a,(K) of derivations for which an expression of the 
above form exists. Then M is a ©[E,,(©)]-submodule of ~a,~(©). We want to show 
thzz M= ~a,(©)d. By Lemma 3.5 we only need to show that A l(©)d and B)(©)d are 
cc~ !ained in M. 
~ f~©[X2,  .... X,]d+I, by Corollary 2.6, f=(1/N)a(Xa2 ÷~) where a~ 
c 
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Since a acts trivially on D~, we have: 
1 o.(X2a+l)Dl= 1 a(X~+IDI)~M. fD  l = ~[ ~[ 
Therefore BI(Q)dCM. Now let us show that AI(Q)dCM. By Corollary 2 .6 ,  
c~t~l h is a Q-linear combination of (d+ 2)nd powers of linear forms; then h ~ "- d+ 2, 
fore, in order to show that I21,(h)eM, we may assume that h=l  a+2, where l is 
linear form. Assume also for simplicity that i = 2. 
Write l = ~ aiXi (ti, ~ 7/). Then 
£212(h ) = £212(la+ 2) = (d + 2)1d +11212(1) = (d + 2)ld+ l(al D2 - a2 D1). 
If til = ti2 = 0, then Ol2(h)= 0 and there is nothing to show. 
If o~ 1 or t2 E is not zero, find P l , f lEe© so that ]~ltiE--/~2ti1 = 1. Then the matri 
I.~1 f12 0""0nt 
O'= 1 /22 ti3 ~'_ti 
0 Id J 
belongs to SL,,(©) =En(©), and o ' - lx2  ~- l. Moreover, 
O--I 
I ti2 *1 --til HI 
0 Id 
SO cr-lD1 = a2D 1 - ot iD 2 = - .QI2( l ) .  Then 
0 "-1 (X2 a+ 1DI) = (0--Ix2)d+ lo'-lOl = - I  d+ 1/212(l ) = 
so £2x2(h)=-(d+ 2)a-l(Xa2+lDl)~.M. [] 
d+2 
~212(h), 
Together with the above proposition, the key to classifying submodules ( 
~an(K)a is contained in the following: 
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a non-zero Z[En(Z)]-submodule of6an(K)d. Then there exis 
f ~ K[dnl+ 1, f ¢ O, such that fDn ~ M. 
Proof. For r= l , . . . ,n  let Mr be the set of derivations D such that D(X I )  
D(X2) . . . . .  D(Xr_ l )=0.  We show that Mr#:0 implies Mr+l¢0  for all r 
1,..., n - 1. This will imply that M,, #: 0, i.e. that M contains a non-zero derivatic 
of the form fDn as required. Let D be a non-zero derivation in Mr. If D(Xr)= 
then D~Mr+I, so Mr+l~0.  
If D(Xr):/=O, let p be its degree in X n, and let D'=OPr D. By formula (3.-" 
D '= ~ qiD, where q~ . . . .  =qr-~ =0, and qr~:0 is independent of X,,. Therefor 
for each j<n ,  CgnsD'~Mr+ 1 (see (3.2)). So either Mr+ l:#:O or else OnjD'=O for ea~ 
j < n. Since D' :#: O, the proof is completed by applying the following claim to E = [ 
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Claim. Let E= ~ g, Die6an(K)d. I f  OnsE=O for all j<n,  then E=gD, for some 
Proof of the Claim. By formula (3.2), 
OnjE = (k~< (Onggk)Dk) + (Onjgn- e,~l gg)Dn. 
So '-. E= 0 implies that 
.'.0 O,,ggk =0 for a l l .k<n,  and 
(~,.) Cgngg,=e-~lgj =gj by (.) (all j<n).  
Since gj is independent of X,, by (.), and Onj lowers the degree in X,, by 1, 
(**) shows that gn must have degree at most 1 in An, say gn=fX,,+g, where 
fgeKtan+-i 11. Thus, for all j<n ,  by (**) we have: 
gg = Onggn = Ong(fXn) = fXg. 
Then E = fA + gD n , and since Dn(g) = O, gD n e ~a,~ (K). Thus fA = E -  gD, ~ ~%(K) f3 
KIntA =0 (Proposition 1.6), so f=0,  i.e. E=gD~ as required. [] 
T.-e two previous results easily prove the following: 
Corollary 3.8. For all n>_2 and all d>_-1, ~a,,(©)d & an irreducible ©[En(©) ]- 
module. 
Proof. Let M be a non-zero ©[E,,(©)]-submodule of ~an(©)d. Then 
N= {f  e ©[X2, ..., X,,ld+ , [fD1 ~ M} 
is a ©[E,,_i(©)l-submodule of ©[)(2 .... ,X,,ld+l, and it is non-zero by Lemma 
3.7. By irreducibility of ©[X2,.. . ,  X,,]a+I (Proposition 2.5), we know that N= 
©[.5, .... X,,]d+ ~, and in particular that X2d+ID1 e M. Therefore, by Proposition 
3.6. ~e can conclude that ~a,,(Q)dCM. 
T=is shows that ~a,,(©)a has no proper non-zero ©[En(©)l-submodules, i.e. it is 
irreducible. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First consider the case d=-  1. Then 6an(K)d = gan(K)d is 
isomorphic to K" as a GL,,(K)-module (with the natural action of GLn(K) on K"),  
the isomorphism being given by ~ a,D,o(al, . . . ,a,,) .  By Corollary 2.9, every 
~-[E.(K)]-submodule has the form: 
M= { E a,D, la ie l  Vi= 1,... ,n} =ga~(K)_, =6a~(K) , .  
='~ssume now that d_>O. 
By Theorem 2.8, the submodule N={fek ' [ " - l l l fD , ,eM } has the form N= *Ld+ I 
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IaI~-~ 11 for some ideal I of K. In particular, IXaz+JD.CM. Since M is invariant 
under 7/[E.(Q)], and since I is a Q-submodule, we have: 
M D Z[En(Q)I(IXa2 + I Dn) = t® z 7[En(Q)l(Xa2 + lDn)  
= I®~ Q[En(Q)](Xa+IDn). 
But, by Proposition 3.6, 
Q[E,,(Q)](X~ + 1D.) = *a.(Q)a, 
and, by Lemma 3.5, I®Q ~a,,(Q)d=6a~(K)d . Then, 
M z Q +lB.)= = 
Now we show the opposite inclusion. Let ~0 :K~K/ I= K' be the natural map, and 
denote still by ~o the induced map q~:~a,,(K)--~6a.(K') with kernel 6at(K). Then 
~p(M) is a 7/[E.(K')]-submodule of ~a.(K'), thus by Lemma 3.7, either ~o(M) = 0, or 
l."[n - else there exists g~"d+l 11, g:gO, such • [n 11 that gD. ~ ~o(M). Lifting g to an f m K~.-] ,
and observing that Ker(~) is contained in M, we obtain fD .  eM.  Then felta"+] 11, so 
that g=0.  Therefore ~0(M)=0, i.e. MC~a~(K)d, so Theorem 3.1 is completely 
proved. [] 
Now we look at submodules of ga,,(K)a. 
Theorem 3.9. Let M be a ~_[E.(K)]-submodule of ga.(K)a, d>_O, n>_2. Then there 
exists an ideal I and an additive subgroup J of K ( J is actually an ideal if d >_ 1 ) such 
that: 
M= ga /' %' Jt."JA 
Proof.  Using Theorems 3.1 and 2.8, it suffices to show that 
M= (M n K~nl A ) ® (M n 6a.(K)a). 
For this it suffices to show that n(M)C M where x is the (GL.(K)-equivariant) pro- 
jection of gan(K) onto 6a.(K) with kernel KI"IA. By Theorem 3.1, there exist 
ideals I and I '  of K such that MN¢an(K)=,aI(K)a and rc(M)=6a.r(K)a. Clearly 
ICI ' .  We must show that I 'CI. If aeI ' ,  there exists an heK~ "l such that D= 
axe* ID2+hA eM.  By formula (3.4), 
0~ 29= - (d  + 2)0ff l (aX~ l)D 1 = - (d  + 2)!axd+ l Dl. 
Thus (d+2)laXd+lDl eMn¢a.(K)=6a~(K) d, so ae I  as required. [] 
4. gan(K) as GL,(K)-module 
The next step is to look at submodules of the whole Lie algebra. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let M be a Z[En(K)]-submodule o f  gan(K), n>_2. Then M bs a 
graded submodule ( i .e.)(t= (~a>_-i (MNgQn(K)d) in each o f  the following cases: 
(a) n_>3; 
(b) MC ~a,,(K); 
(c) M is invariant under GL,,(Z). 
Proof. Let M(d) be the set of derivations in M of total degree at most d, so that 
A/:- ',_J.~,__~ M(d).  We need only to show that M(d) is graded. By induction on d, 
i t .  ~fices to show that ~o(M(d))cM(d), where ~0 is the homogeneous projection of 
ga~.~K) onto  f lan(K)d .  
By Theorem 3.9, there exist pairs (I, J) and (I', J ' )  with I, I ' ideals of K; J, J '  
subgroups of K (which are ideals if d_> l), such that: 
~(M(d))=fltl(l',J')(K)d and MOflan(K)d=fla(l'J)(K)d . 
Clearly I C I '  and J C J'. We must show the opposite inclusions. Pick a ~ I', then there 
exists a derivation D' of total degree _<d-1,  such that D=aX d+ ~D2 +D'eM(d) .  
By formula (3.4) we have: 
0~2 +2D = - (d  + 2)a~2 + '(aX~ + ')D, = - (d  + 2) !czX2 a+ 'D,. 
T>. e: Odtf 2D ~ M(d) CI ~Qn(K)d = ~a~(K)o , so that a e I. This shows that I 'C  I. Notice 
tha~ in case (b), J=  J '=  0 so the proof is complete. 
In cases (a) or (c), we will prove that J ' c  J by using the following lemma, whose 
proof we will postpone. 
Lema 4.2. Let N be a graded 7/[En(K)]-submodule of  gan(K), and E a derivation 
such that OrsE ~ N for  all j  ~ r (r is fixed). Then E=-PDr + qA mod N, where p, q are 
independent o f  Xr. 
Now, to prove that J 'C  J, pick a e J'. Then M contains a derivation D of the form 
D==czXaIA +D'  where D' has total degree _<d-1.  For j~2 ,  we have OEsD= 
a~_ D 'eM(d-  1). Since we are assuming by induction that M(d-  1) is graded, we 
can apply the lemma to D', and we can therefore assume that D' has the form 
D" = PD2 + qd,  with p, q independent of X 2. 
Assume now that we are in case (a), i.e. that n_> 3. Then, as before, for j g: 3, 
03jD = 03jD'E M(d-  1). Thus, by Lemma 4.2 again, there exists D"e  M(d-  1) such 
that" 
D' ( = pD 2 + qd ) = D" + p 'D 3 + q 'A, 
where p', q' are independent of X 3. Then: 
(pD z - p 'D 3) + (q - q')d = D" ~ M(d - 1 ), 
a j since M(d-  1) is graded, by Theorem 3.9 we can conclude that PD2, P'D3 and 
(q -q ' )d  all belong to M(d-1) .  Then M contains the element E=D-pD2= 
axdd + qd where q has degree _< d -  1. 
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If d = 0, then E = aA, so that a e J. 
d ! d If d_> 1, Mrlflan(K)a = ga~l'J)(K)d contains Ol2E=d.aX~A, so that d!a~J.  Since 
J is an ideal when d_> 1, we will have a e J. 
Finally (case (c)), assume that n = 2 and M is GL2(7/)-invariant. We have seen 
that M contains an element D = axdA + PD2 + qA, where p, q ~ K[X 1 ], p has degree 
<_ d and q has degree _ d -  1. 
Claim. We can assume that p has degree <_ d -  1. 
Indeed, write p = yXd+p ', with p '  of degree _<d- 1. By formula (3.4), M(d-  1) 
contains the element 
Odl~ lD= --(d + 1)(Od2P)Dl = --(d + 1)!yxdD1. 
Since M(d-1)  is graded, using Theorem 3.9 again, we can see that yX~D2e 
M(d-  1). Thus M contains D"=D-yX(Dz=aXdA +p'D2+qA, so the claim is 
established. 
If d= 0, it follows that M contains D"= aA, hence that a e J. 
Assume now that d_>l. Write p '=f lxd-~+p ", with p" of degree _<d-2.  Lel 
o-~GL2(7/) be the matrix defined by crD2=D1, aDl =D2. Then M contains 
d! (aD") = d! (aXd2 A + fiX d- 1D 1 + (tTp")D 1 + (aq)A). (1) 
Moreover M contains the element 
od2 D" = d! ( oexdA - f l xd -  l Dl ). (2) 
Then M contains the sum D'  of (1) and (2), D'=2d!uXdA+E ', where E'= 
(~op")D~ +(¢zq)A. Thus M also contains ad2D'=ad2(2d!aXdA)= 2(d!)2uX d. There- 
fore 2(d!)2ot ff J, and since J is an ideal, we have a s J. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Since N is graded, the hypotheses on E is inherited by each 
of the graded components of E, so we can assume E is homogeneous, ay Ee  
gan(K)d. Proposition 1.6 further shows that the components of E in ~an(K)d and ill 
Ktdnld likewise inherit the assumptions on E. Thus we may assume: (i) E ~ dan(K)d, 
or (ii) EeKId"IA. We may then, using Theorem 3.9, further replace N by 
NN6an(K)d=~al(K)d in case (i), or by NNKtdnld =Jtdnld in case (ii). 
In case (i), let E'  be the image of E in ~an(K/l)d. Then the hypotheses on E 
translate into OrjE'=O for all j~r .  By the claim in the proof of Lemma 3.7 it 
follows that E' =pD,,  where p ~ (K/I)~I+ 1 is independent of X,. Lifting p to a poly- 
nomial p in Kdtn+ 11, independent of Xr, we have E-pD~ mod ~ll/(K)d, hence E-pDr 
mod N. 
In case (ii), E=fA for some feK~ nl. The assumption O,jEeN translates into 
C3rjf~s Jtd~l. Thus O~jf=O in (K/J)[dn]; hence, by (2.2), f is independent of Xr modJ,  
so f=  q + q' where q is independent of Xr, and q' ~ Jd ['1. Since N= J[dnlA, we have 
E =fA = qA + q'A =- qA mod N. [] 
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Remark 4.3. The conclusion of Theorem 4.1 can fail in the absence of hypotheses 
(a), (b) or (c). For example, fix any d_> 1 and consider the module M of derivations 
of K [2l of the form: 
A(h) = hA + (212(h) = hA + (D I (h))D 2 - (Dz(h))Dj , 
where h~K[a 21. A simple calculation shows that A(gh)=gA(h)  for geSL2(K  ) (but 
n~7. iz general for g ~ GL2(K)). Therefore M is a K[SL2(K)l-submodule of gee(K). 
B~ ~ is immediate to see that MA~a2(K)=0,  while the projection of M onto 
~t~2~[~) is not trivial. Thus M does not split. 
In order to simply describe the submodules of ga,,(K) it is convenient to in- 
troduce the notion of level. 
Definition 4.4. A level of K is a sequence of additive subgroups" 
I=( I_ l , Io ,  I i , I2, . . . ) .  
p~ fin] = (~d>_O(id)[dnlcK[n], SO [[n] consists of polynomials whose dth homo- 
gerzeous components have coefficients in I a for all d. Put 
ga~(K)= @ gaI"(K)d; 
d_>- I  
thus D= ~ p,D, belongs to ga~,(K) if and only if p, ~I(1) Enl, for all i= 1, ..., n, where 
I(1 ) = (0, I_ 1, I0, Ii, ...). Put also 
~atn(K)=~a,,(K)Nga~(K) = (~ ~a~'(K) d. 
dr,. 1 
Note that ~a/(K) is GLn(K)-invariant if and only if I is a K-level, by which we 
mean that each la is an ideal of K. 
~; e further have: 
I[nlA = (~ (Id)[dnlA = K["IA Ngatn(K). 
d>_O 
II"IA is GLn(K)-invariant if and only if I is a A-K-level, by which we mean that 
I _ l=0 and I a is an ideal of K for all d___ 1. 
With this terminology we can summarize the results above as follows: 
Theorem 4.5. Let MCga,7(K) be a 7e[En(K)]-submodule , and assume that at least 
o,? of  the hypotheses (a), (b) or (c) of  Theorem 4.1 is satisfied. Then there is a 
u-. que "split K-level" (1, J), i.e. a K-level I and a A-K-level J such that: 
M= ga~' J)(K) ~f J[nlA Q ~a~(K). 
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5. GLn(K)-invariant Lie subalgebras of {tan(K) 
We now examine the behaviour of the submodules gain I' J)(K) with respect o 
Lie bracket. 
Definition 5.1. Let/ ,  J be two levels. We define: 
(i) I -  J=  (Q_1, Q0, Q1,-..) where Qd = ~. lp. Jq; 
p+q=d 
(p,q).(-l, - l )  
(ii) I * J=(Q- I ,Qo,  Qj,...) where Qd= ~ Ip. Jq; 
p+q=d 
p-'kq 
(iii) / '= (I_ ~, 0, 11, Iz, ...). 
We remark that, with this terminology, I In] is a subring of K In] if and on 
I . I cL  
Proposition 5.2. Let (L J) and (I', J') be two split K-levels. Then: 
[ga~' J)(K), ga~' J')(K)] = ga~' O)(K), 
where 
P=I . I '+[ . J '+ IP . J ,  Q=J . J '+ J . I '+ J ' . L  
Proof. Let M= gal/'J)(K) and M'= gft(l"J')(K). Then M and M'  are invariant u 
GL,(K) D GL,~(Z), so by Theorem 4.5, we will have: [M, M'] = gat e' Q)(K) 
another split K-level (P, Q). We must prove that P and Q are of the right fo 
We remark that for any D ~ ga/~(K), f~  j[nl, we have: 
(.) D( f )  ~ (I. j)[,,]. 
Since *an(K) is a Lie subalgebra, this implies that: 
I 1' (i) [6a,,(K), 6a,7 (K)] C*aln" r(K). 
Also, since [fA, gA]=(e-d) fgA  for f~jtnl ,  g~j~[,l (see (1.7)), we have: 
(ii) [ JInlA, J'InlA] C ( J • J')inlA. 
Now we show that: 
(iii) [~a~,(K), J'["IA ] C ga(n i J' t. ]')(g). 
Let D e 6atn(K)e and fe  j~En], and set f '  = f - f (0 )  e ],tn]. Using the splitting foJ 
divergence map introduced in the proof of Proposition 1.6, it is easy to see 
[D, fA] =gA + eD', where: 
n+d n+d g - D( f )  - D(f ' )  ~ (I. y,)lnl 
n+d+e n+d+e 
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by (*), and 
D' -  D( f )  A - fDe6an(K) .  
n+d+e 
If e=0,  then eD'=0;  otherwise De6a,/,(K), so by (.) again, 
D'e gct~ J'(K) f'l ~a.(K) = ~a~ J'(K). 
T!:,s proves (iii). 
Coiiecting (i), (ii) and (iii), we deduce that: 
PCI .  I '+[ . J '+[ ' . J  and QCJ , J '+ I . J '+ I ' . J .  
Conversely, if oteI a, f l e I  e, let D=[aXd+ID2, Bxe+IDII. Then: 
D=aBX(X~'[(e+ 1)XIDI -  (d+ 1)XzD2I, 
and D ~ [M, M'] CI 6an (K) = 6ant'(K). Therefore aft ~ Pd + e. This shows that I. I '  C P. 
in a similar way one can prove all the other inclusions. 
.-. consequence of Proposition 5.2 is given by: 
Theorem 5.3. Let (L J) be a split K-level. Then: 
(i) ga~'J)(K) is a Lie subring of  ga,(K) if  and only if" 
I. ICI ,  J * J c J ,  I. JCJ ,  [ . JCL  
(ii) ga~ I' JI(K) is invariant under (bracketing with) ~a°(K) (or with ~al(K)) i f  and 
only if" 
I ( l )CI ,  J ( I )C.~ J(1)CI. 
" )' ga(~t'J)(K) is invariant under ,%(K) if and only if" 
Id=Ie=I, Jd=Je=J  for all d,e and J cL  
(iii) ga~'J)(K) is invariant under ga°(K) (or fla~(K)) if and only if" 
I ( I )C IN J ,  J (1)CINJ .  
(iii)' ga(~v'J)(K) is invariant under ga,(K) if  and only if" 
J= l ( l )  and Id=I  e for all d,e. 
Prc, of. Let K(d) denote the level: 
-1 d 
K(d)=(O,O,...,O,K,K,...). 
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Then we have: 
~Qd(K)=ga(nK(d)'O)(K  and gad(K)=gQ(K(d)'K(d))(K), 
for all d_>- 1. Thus the theorem follows from Proposition 5.2, together with the 
following observation: 
I .K(O)CI  ~ I (1)CI ¢~ I .K(1)GI .  
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